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Abstract
The pervasive and IoT connectivity is facing different issues in the communication in dynamic
environments. Because the availability of the connecting resources is changing dynamically in each
situation. So, in the pervasive and IoT connectivity quality of the service plays an important role in
continuous communication. Different parameters of Quality of Services are used to measure continuous
connectives of devices. Throughput, network size, connecting devices, energies are some of the main
parameters used to manage the quality of services. The present paper has analyzed and achieved the quality
of services using continuous connecting devices in the dynamic environments and selection of path of
devices. The proposed work consists of communication components for continuous signal sending, routing
approach and selection of path in the dynamic environments. The communication components are used to
connect various devices in the dynamic situations. The main connecting components are IoT model, IoT
node, Road side unit, and Communication model. The routing approach is used to connect the long-distance
using ant colony-based routing algorithm. Using this routing algorithm, one can extent the connectivity
from one source to the destination of moving objects. The path selection is used to segment the moving
devices using Euclidean distance and MDI techniques. Using this selection moving devices are connected
segment wise. With the use of above mentioned three things the moving devices are connected continuously
and quality of the services also improved. The Quality of the services is achieved using throughput, network
size, energy and availability of resources. The IoT sensor and road side units are available in segment wise.
Hence availability and quality of services are improved. The implementation is performed using OMNeT++
to provide the better solutions in throughput and energy.
Keywords: Pervasive and IoT Computing, Quality of Service, Path Selection Algorithm, Routing in
Dynamic Devices.
1. Introduction
The resource management, routing, resource virtualization and quality of services (QoS) are the important
research area in Internet of Things (IoT) and pervasive computing. The QoS is an important concept to guarantee
the delivery of various activities in the computing environments. Some of the dominating QoS activities in IoT
and pervasive computing are usability, availability, connectivity, portability, compatibility and performance
efficiency etc. Different types of QoS specified by ISO/IEC 25010 are shown in Figure 1. Different research
activities are introduced in these IoT and pervasive computing. In the IoT and pervasive computing research,
different platforms are used to check the quality of service. In this manuscript the dynamic road network related
quality of service are provided in the path connectivity and resource sharing. The fundamental properties of
IoT and pervasive related applications are making the ability to combine and select the services as per the end
user’s requirements. The services, selection, combining connectivity and availability of resources are important
in all the types of service providing. Selecting the appropriate function in the dynamic environment is different
based on the end users. The appropriate function providing is also comes under the QoS.
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Fig. 1. Types of Quality of Service for computation

The quality of service providing is comes under the non-functional services. In this work, the non-functional
QoS is achieved using connectivity and availability of resources in the dynamic environments. The service
connectivity and availability of resources are more challenging task because the requirement of connectivity is
ever changing in the environments. The different algorithms are developed by different researchers in static and
dynamic environments. The cluster head, shortest path selection, flow based and physical services are some of the
models introduced by different researchers [1-3]. All of these works are constantly supportive to the static
environment and the efficiency of QoS is also good. But in the dynamic environment the objects are changing
every second. So, the connectivity and availability of the environments is also changing dynamically. The main
problem in the dynamic environment, the resources are disconnected, due to unavailability or resources. So, the
reliability of services and availability of services are automatically decreases. This paper addresses the problem
of dynamic path resource connectivity and resource availability of dynamic end users. The main contribution
proposed are i. Provide continuous connectivity in the dynamic environments ii. Provide continuous resource
availability for continuous connectivity using routing algorithm and path selection algorithm. iii. Improve the
Quality of service in terms of connectivity and availability.
2. Related Work
The related work of quality of services is based on two things such as connectivity architecture and metrics of
communication in pervasive and IoT. The different authors presented various works related to the connectivity.
Properties

IoT/Pervasive

WSNs

MANETs

Topology

Dynamic

Dynamic/Static

Dynamic

Buffer Size

Varies

Varies

Varies

Mobility

Dynamic

Based on connectivity

Dynamic

Medium Contention

Based on availability resources

Not varies

Based on availability resources

Communication Range

Varies based on available device

Not varies

Varies based on available device

Typical Density

Dynamic

Static

Dynamic

Table 1. Enabling and communication properties in various communication.
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Nowadays, we are surrounded with different types of network connectivity and streaming. For Connectivity and
streaming different technologies are used in the network environments. Pervasive computing and IoT are different
devices that connected in the surrounding connecting devices.

Electronic emergency break light
vehicle (V2V, V2N2V)

Slow or Stopped vehicle warning
(V2V, V2N2V)

In - vehicle speed Advisory
(I2N2V)

Curve speed warning (I2N2V)

Red light violation warning (V2V,
V2N2V, I2N2V)

Pedestrian warning / Right turn
assist (I2N2V)
Fig. 2. Connecting devices in moving devices (Source: www.istockphoto.com/)

Those connecting devices changes the position simultaneously, consequently next available connectivity station
and devices are changing the positions. Due to these reasons, the availability of devices and making the path for
next available devices are very difficult in the pervasive and IoT environments.
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Metrics in Pervasive and IoT
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Fig. 3. Metrics in pervasive and IoT

In this related work, two parts of works are supported to the quality of services in the dynamic connecting
environments. One is architecture of the model and second one is quality of metrics for communication. The basic
enabling and communication properties [4] of the architecture and quality of the metrics are shown in Table 1.
The different researchers introduced various architecture or models for communication. The authors of [4]
proposed ARA model introduced IoT communications between different nodes in the heterogeneous dynamic
environments. These heterogeneous environments change the ownership dynamically because in the dynamic
environments the positions of connecting resources are ever changing. The authors of [5] presented multi-path
selection node for transmitting multi-media data. In this work PBMR algorithm is used to select the path in the
dynamic environments. The authors of [6] multipath routing worked to reduce the energy in sensors networks.
Using this work, routing path energy and the routing mitigates in sensor network can be increased. The authors of
[7] proposed a QoS protocol for end-to-end connectivity efficiently in a routing protocol for guaranteed
connectivity and delivery. The author of [8] proposed efficient ant colony optimization of link quality control for
efficient path. The authors of [9] proposed QoS routing and analysis with different protocols using various
parameters such as scalability, energy and location awareness. The authors of [10] proposed a mathematical model
for optimal path to a wide range of QoS to provide appropriate path. This model provides the adaptive QoS in hop
by hope. The authors of [11] proposed a distributed cooperative routing protocol for WMSN. Using this method
the QoS in balanced routing, energy consumption, reliability and delay can be performed. The authors of [12]
summarized various intelligence based efficient protocol for QoS assurance. The authors of [13] investigated
multi-path energy co-operation using NOMA. The proposed multi-hope method having two phases such as
information transmission and communication protocol. NOMA will schedule the connectivity as per the optimal
performance. The authors of [14] proposed a Quality of WMSN with the help of reinforcement learning with the
guarantee to sensing of IOV. The authors of [15] proposed an industrial real time protocol for routing the feasible
multi-path. Another main related work is connectivity of various devices in connecting environments. The main
connecting devices of dynamic road network environments are shown in the Figure 2. Another side the Quality
of metrics consist of three metrics such as QoS Communication, QoS thinks and QoS computing metrics. The
Quality of metrics consists of different metrics and the summaries of those metrics are shown in the Figure 3.
Another main related work is connectivity of different devices. The main connecting devices of dynamic road
network environments are shown in the Figure 2.
3. Proposed Modelling

In the proposed quality service path selection is achieved using dynamic topologies in the homogeneous
and heterogeneous moving objects devices. The proposed quality of service achieved using
communication components, routing approach, path sensing and tracking. The structure of the
communication in the heterogeneous network is shown in the Figure 4.
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3.1. Communication component
The communication components are used to communicate from one moving objects to another moving objects.
The communication environments are consisted of IoT model, IoT node, Road side unit (RSU) and
Communication model.

Packets leaving for better price
Fig. 4. Heterogeneous communication structure

3.1.1. IoT model
The connectivity of various devices in the heterogeneous pervasive computing are performed in two ways. One
is node of the moving objects, which are closely connected without other devices such as RSU and routing. In this
connecting the nearest devices or sensors connected with each other for communication in short time intervals.
The second connectivity is without any nearest devices, the moving objects are connected using RSU and routing
devices in the heterogeneous network. In this situation the devices are connected for long time in the
heterogeneous and homogeneous IoT environments.
3.1.2. IoT node
The different devices are connected simultaneously in the IoT and pervasive computing. Each node is relaying
and performing connecting, processing and communicating tasks. In these situations, the different nodes are used
to communicate and connect each other’s. Some of the main connecting devices are mobile devices, WSN sink,
RFID, PDAs and sensors well recognized larger pooling devices in the heterogeneous network. If these nodes are
connected continuously without delay, further no routing devices is required. The important task in this node is
measuring the capacity of each node and distance of connecting each other’s. If the connectivity is not performed
well in the environments buffer capacity and residential errors are used.
IoT environments.
3.1.3. Road side unit
The different devices are connected simultaneously in the IoT and pervasive computing. Each node is relaying
and performing connecting, processing and communicating tasks. In these situations, the different nodes are used
to communicate and connect each other’s. Some of the main connecting devices are mobile devices, WSN sink,
RFID, PDAs and sensors well recognized larger pooling devices in the heterogeneous network. If these nodes are
connected continuously without delay, further no routing devices is required. The important task in this node is
measuring the capacity of each node and distance of connecting each other’s. If the connectivity is not performed
well in the environments buffer capacity and residential errors are used. The RSU unit is used to collect the data
in the dynamic environments with static property. This unit is used to gather the information using various
connecting devices and intelligence vehicles. The devices like phone, RFID reader, sensors and routers are
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connected and communicated simultaneously in the heterogeneous network. If the connectivity of the dynamic
devices are missing, automatically this RSU will take of the communication and connectivity. The structure of
the RSU connectivity with moving objects is (Car) shown in the Figure 5 [21].

Roadside Base Station

V2V
Communication

Emergency
Vehicle to Roadside and Roadside to
Vehicle Communication
Fig. 5. Connectivity structure using RSU

3.1.4. Communication model
Connecting all devices, signal transmission, receiving and connectivity are depended on surrounding
heterogeneous and homogeneous data. The variations of connecting and routing is performed using the routing
and path selection model. The continuous connectivity in the short distance is performed using phones, sensor and
etc. But long-distance connectivity is performed using the router and path selection algorithms. In this long
distance and continuous connectivity, router and path selection plays an important role to improve the quality of
measurements.
3.2. Routing approach
The long-distance connectivity is performed with the help of routing algorithms. In this work the traditional AntColony-Based Routing Algorithm (ARA) [23] is used for connectivity in the dynamic environments. The main
properties of the ARA are locality, multi pathing and sleep node. The requirement satisfaction of ARA are
distributed environments, loop-free, demand and sleep period operations. If the continuous and short- term
connectivity is not available in the environments, automatically the routing approach will act immediately. In the
heterogeneous IoT moving objects demanding the long distance, the routing properties will initiate the operations
immediately. The nearest available resources (RSU) are connected immediately using this routing approaches.
The data and signals forwarded to the nearest destinations or RSU. The ARA divided into two stages as backward
and forward. The forward stage, forwarded the data and signals to the nearest nodes or RSU. The nearest RSU or
nodes updates the received signals and messages continuous up to the normal connectivity. All the received
messages will have route information and pass moving objects information. The backward stages used to provide
the acknowledgement between connected nodes to corresponding nearest RSU. The ARA routing approach has
used two algorithms for collecting the data from source to destinations. The Algorithm 1 shows the source node
connectivity to the router from RSU.
Algorithms 1: Source Node Connectivity
Terms: S – Source, D – Destination, ACK, RT – Routing Table
1. Initiate the connectivity
2. If S no connectivity and route to research D
3. Then forward the nearest RSU and setup the routing message
4. Initialize the RT
5. Acknowledgement (ACK) the demand for request to connectivity
6. Check the local connectivity
7. If the local connectivity is not available, will increase the distance
8. Exchange the information in time interval
9. Update the RT tables
10. Still further continuous connectivity.
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In the Algorithm 1, the initial stage source devices are connected using the accessing the moving objects. If the
continuous connectivity is missing the source node, automatically it start to connect with the nearest routing
devices. The destination of the connectivity is shown in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Destination Node Connectivity
Terms: S – Source, D – Destination, ACK, RT – Routing Table
1. D receive the routing setup
2. If the device is available to find short distance connectivity path, then remove the short distance connectivity
path.
3. Increase the long distance of connectivity
4. Remove the short path from S and D
5. Select the best path for multiple connectivity
6. Find the best path and notifications
7. If no path for connectivity, to send RT setup Message
8. Select multiple path
9. Store the available resources
10. Then Select available path in connectivity
11. If RSU connectivity expired, then to select another path for connectivity.
Using the destination node algorithm for all the intermediate available nodes and path connected using multiple
moving objects. If the objects are not available, RSU connectivity will be available immediately to be connected
to the routing.
3.3. Path selecting and tracking
The path selecting and tracking place an important role to select objects to connectivity in the dynamic
environments. The moving objects in the dynamic environments are connected using multiple segments. The
moving objects in the environments are grouped using the partitions of dynamic environment and performed using
Euclidean distance; distance calculated MDI. The diagrammatic representation of segments and grouping of
objects in the pervasive computing environment is shown in Figure 6. Based on each segment (S) objects are
grouped together and communicated each other with the help of clustering methods. The density-based clustering
is used to group the moving objects. In each clustering the objects are grouped and communicated with each other
using distance and path of each segment. In moving environments, all the paths are selected using Nearest
Neighborhood (NN) property. Using the NN path selection, entire routes are assigned and check the passible paths
for connectivity. The step-by-step process for path selection and tracking are shown in the Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 6. Partitions segments in moving objects network.

Algorithm 3: Path Selection and Tracing of Connectivity
Input: Moving objects (M), Segmentation (S), d-distance, S, D, RT
1. Initialize the heterogeneous environments
2. Initialize the Os
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3. Find the d between the O1 to on in the S
4. Os are communicated within the Os
5. Continuously collect the distance between two objects
6. Apply the NN
7. If the objects are away from the NN, Initiate the RT
8. Find the S and D of moving objects
9. If nearest objects are not found, initializing the process of path selection.
10. Trace the connectivity continuously using S and D.
Using this path selection continuously moving objects are connected and traced the availability of resources to
connect. So different metrics are easily achieved using with the help of connectivity and availability. For example,
different communication metrics and IoT metrics are achieved using routing and path selection of moving objects.
4. Implementation
The simulation of the proposed work performed using OMNeT++. The basic simulation setup of the proposed
work and virtual objects setup are presented in Table 2. The simulation analysis requirements server shows the
growing network size. Because the size of the moving node count to gateway count is in increasing order.
Parameters

IoT devices/Values/Ranges

Node Counts

900-250 dynamic Devices

Segments

20 to 30

Application Layers

IoT Application Layers

Packet Rate

200 - 1000 P/Sec

Protocols

TCP/IP and UDP

Environments

IEEE802.11

Areas Size

10000m * 1000m

Communication Range

Min: 100m - 2000m and Max: 100m - 10000m

Mobility type

Dynamic

Memory Range

128 KB to 32 GB

Simulation time

50 sec

Metrics

Communication metrics
Table 2. Experimental parameters

As per the virtual objects and moving managements the IoT environments are created and virtualized using device
management applications. The output of ARA-PS is performed in the different iterations and corresponding
metrics are shown in the Figure 7 and 8. Basically, in the communication throughput, energy level and trust
function are plotted in the graphs. The output of the proposed work is compared with previous standard
homogeneous routing methods such as minimum spanning tree, Steiner tree, Dynamic routing approach and
LinGo. The predicted output compared with different comparison metrics such as throughput, delay, energy, price,
ideal time and etc. The Figure 7 shows the throughput graph in terms of network size. If the network size increased,
automatically the throughput will decrease, but in the proposed work the throughput constantly increases and
constraint delivery time will maintain in the ARA-PS algorithm.
Another main important comparison parameter is throughput in available energy. The network size automatically
increases the throughput and energy level will increase in the homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. In this
proposed work network is extended using RSU, RFID readers and etc. So automatically connecting points are
always available in the dynamic environments. If the connecting points are increased, the energy usage will also
increase automatically.
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Fig. 7. Throughput vs. the network size

Fig. 8. Throughput vs. the available energy

Another important quality of services in pervasive and IoT computing is quality functions. The quality of the
proposed methods are achieved using energy, throughput, connecting time and availability of resources in the
dynamic networks. The quality of measure is monitored continuously in the communication networks. Based on
the availability of connectivity, all the nodes are connected simultaneously in the dynamic environments.
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5. Conclusion
The pervasive and IoT connectivity is facing different issues in the communication in dynamic environments.
Because the availability of the connecting resources is changing dynamically in each situation. So, in the pervasive
and IoT connectivity quality of the service, plays an important role in continuous communication. The different
Quality of Service parameters are used to measure continuous connectives of devices. The throughput, network
size, connecting devices, energies are some of the main parameters used to manage the quality of services. This
paper has achieved the quality of services using continuous connecting devices in the dynamic environments and
selection of path of devices. The proposed work consists of communication components for continuous signal
sending, routing approach and selection of path in the dynamic environments. The communication components
are used to connect various devices in the dynamic situations. The main connecting components are IoT model,
IoT node, Road side unit, and Communication model. The routing approach is used to connect the long-distance
using ant colony-based routing algorithm. Using this routing algorithm, can extent the connectivity in the one
source to destination of moving objects. The path selection is used to segment the moving devices path using
Euclidean distance and MDI techniques. Using this segment wise moving devices are connected. Using these
three things the moving devices are connected continuously and quality of the services is also improved. The
Quality of Services is achieved using throughput, network size, energy, and availability of resources.
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